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Quickbit strengthens Group Management with
CTO

Today, Quickbit announces the strengthening of Group Management. Wilhelm Eklund, formerly
Tech Lead at Quickbit, will take up a new role as Chief Technical Officer (CTO) and become part
of the management team.
 
Wilhelm joined Quickbit in October 2023 and has since that been a key figure in Quickbit's tech team.
With his experience in developing and realizing scalability in technical platforms and building quality
products, he has contributed, and will continue to contribute, with valuable knowledge and insights in
Quickbit's development. Previously, he has, among other things, a background as a Scrum Master at
Barnebys and Quinyx, as well as a full-stack developer at Klarna and Aftonbladet. As of today,
Wilhelm joins Quickbit's management team as CTO.

"It is extremely gratifying news that Wilhelm Eklund is now joining the management team as
Quickbit's new CTO. Wilhelm's experience and excellence will give Quickbit completely new
conditions to become the leading global force we have the ambition to become. It is with great joy
and optimism that I look forward to seeing the tech team grow under Wilhelm's leadership and
strategic expertise”, says Daniel Sonesson, CEO Quickbit.

The Group Management now consists of Daniel Sonesson, CEO, Daniel Boettge, CFO, Martin
Samuelsson, CPO, Jesper Sundström, Head of Growth, Elvira Vänerfors, Head of Compliance, and
Wilhelm Eklund, CTO.

For further information, please contact:
Daniel Sonesson, CEO
+ 46 73 530 30 25
ir@quickbit.com

------------------------------------

Quickbit is a Swedish fintech company founded in 2016 with the goal of making the integration of
cryptocurrencies into the everyday lives of people and companies smoother. Today, Quickbit offers
safe and easy-to-use products for e-merchants as well as customers. With a transaction volume to
date in excess of €1 billion, Quickbit has already enabled and empowered individuals around the
world, through the use of cryptocurrencies. Quickbit has been listed on NGM Nordic SME since July
2019. For more information, please visit www.quickbit.com
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